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Reunite Rodinia!
The theory of Wegener [continental drift] is to me a beautiful dream, the dream of a great poet.
One tries to embrace it and finds that he has in his arms but a little vapor or smoke; it is at the
same time both alluring and intangible.
-Pierre Termier1
We have known since the days of Kant that scientific arguments must never be founded on
analogies, but the authors are dead serious about these poetic digressions. -Peter Westbroek2
The continental land drift continued; increasingly the ocean penetrated the land as long fingerlike
seas providing those shallow waters and sheltered bays which are so suitable as a habitat for
marine life … [with] the further separation of the landmasses and, in consequence, a further
extension of the continental seas … these inland seas of olden times were truly the cradle of
evolution.
-The Urantia Book3
-- (McMenamin 1998: 173)
The last quotation in this chapter's epigraph describes the Proterozoic breakup of the supercontinent
Rodinia. This amazing passage, written in the 1930s, anticipates scientific results that did not actually
appear in the scientific literature until many decades later. This unusual source is The Urantia Book.4 The
name Urantia refers to planet Earth. (McMenamin 1998: 173)
Like the Book of Mormon and L. Ron Hubbard's Dianetics, The Urantia Book is a modern attempt to found
a new religion. But the teachings of The Urantia Book, as promoted by the Urantia Foundation and the
Urantia Brotherhood,5 are more mainstream than either Mormonism or dianetics. Promotional literature of
the Urantia organization inserted into new copies of the book state the following:
We hope your experience with the URANTIA teachings will enhance and deepen your
relationship with God and your fellowman, and provide renewed hope, comfort, and reassurance
in your daily life.
What more could one ask for in a religion? Well, for starters, one could hope for accurate geology and
profound scientific truths in its sacred literature, something both the devout and the skeptics alike find
lacking in much of the Bible. (McMenamin 1998: 173-174)
The comments concerning Rodinia's breakup and its influence on animal evolution are found in part III,
"The History of Urantia" in The Urantia Book. According to the first page of this chapter, "these papers
were sponsored by a Corps of Local Universe Personalities acting by authority of Gabriel of Salvington."
The critical section 8 of Paper 57, titled "Crustal Stabilization, The Age of Earthquakes, The World Ocean
and the First Continent," is "presented by a Life Carrier, a member of the original Urantia Corps [who
visited our planet hundreds of millions of years ago] and now a resident observer." The following Paper
58, "Life Establishment on Urantia," is attributed to "a member of the Urantia Life Carrier Corps now
resident on the planet." (McMenamin 1998: 174)
Clearly we are not dealing here with an orthodox scientific treatise. Nevertheless, the anonymous members
of the Urantia Corps hit on some remarkable scientific revelations in the mid-1930s. They embraced
continental drift at a time when it was decidedly out of vogue in the scientific community. They recognized
the presence of a global supercontinent (Rodinia) and superocean (Mirovia), in existence on earth before
Pangea. From The Urantia Book:
1,000,000,000 years ago … [t]he first continental land mass emerged from the world ocean….
950,000,000 [years ago] … presents the picture of one great continent of land and one large body
of water, the Pacific Ocean.6
800,000,000 years ago … Europe and Africa began to rise out of the Pacific depths along with
those masses now called Australia, North and South America, and the continent of Antarctica,
while the bed of the Pacific Ocean engaged in a further compensatory sinking adjustment. By the
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end of this period almost one third of the earth’s surface consisted of land, all in one continental
body.7
Of course I am being selective here in my choice of quotations, and there are reams of scientifically
untenable material in The Urantia Book. However, the concept of a billion-year-old supercontinent (the
currently accepted age for the formation of Rodinia) that subsequently split apart, forming gradually
widening ocean basins in which early marine life flourished, is unquestionably present in this book.
(McMenamin 1998: 174)
Orthodox scientific arguments for such a proposal did not appear until the late 1960s, and a pre-Pangea
supercontinent was never described until Valentine and Moores made the attempt in 1970. The Urantia
Corps not only had the age of the formation of Rodinia approximately correct at 1 billion years, but they
also were first to link breakup of Rodinia to the emergence of animals (even if the mode of appearance was
implantation by extraterrestrials). Furthermore, they even got the timing of that approximately correct at
650 to 600 million years ago ("These inland seas of olden times were truly the cradle of evolution").8
(McMenamin 1998: 174-175)
This book was unknown to me until it was brought to my attention by J. J. Johnson in October 1995. I
obtained a copy of the book from the Smith College library and noted the 1955 (eighth edition 1984)
publication date. What could possibly explain such precocious insight from such an unexpected corner?
Perhaps it has to do with a lively, unconstrained, but nevertheless informed imagination. John K. Wright
has noted how outrageous hypotheses "arouse interest, invite attack, and thus serve useful fermentative
purposes in the advancement of geology."9 But what about outrageous religions? (McMenamin 1998: 175)
I wrote back to Johnson on January 15, 1996, asking him whether he could confirm that the passages he
had referred me to were indeed written in 1955. In a letter dated January 24, he replied that the section of
interest was "put into the English language in 1934," making it even more ahead of its time than I had
thought. (McMenamin 1998: 175)
Johnson congratulated me on my fossil discovery south of Tucson (see chapter 9) and for my "appreciation
for the Truth." He then invited me to contact the Fellowship for Readers of The Urantia Book. He gave me
a contact address, telephone number and fax for the Fellowship and advised me to contact John Hales and
to consider attending an event called the Flag Conference. I consider Johnson’s (unsuccessful) attempt to
convert me to his religion to be a very friendly overture, and although I cannot become a Urantia proselyte,
I wish the members of this faith all the best. (McMenamin 1998: 175)
Assuming for the moment that space voyagers are not responsible for life’s origin and history on this planet,
one wonders how the Urantia Book authors arrived at the concept of a Proterozoic supercontinent, and the
link between breakup of this supercontinent and the emergence of complex life in the ensuing rift oceans,
30 years before most geologists accepted continental drift and nearly four decades before scientists had any
inkling that Rodinia existed. The anonymous authors responsible for the critical part of section 3 evidently
possessed a high level of geological training, and while writing in the 1930s must have known of
Wegener’s ideas on continental drift. Perhaps he or she was, or had contact with, an expatriate from Nazi
Germany. Whatever the identity of the author, this person proceeded to speculate about the relationship
between evolutionary change and the breakup of a Proterozoic supercontinent in an exceptionally fruitful
way. Perhaps this was because the thought and the writing of this person were not fettered by the normal
constraints of the (too often highly politicized) scientific review process. (McMenamin 1998: 175-176)
Cases such as this one (which is by no means unique) are an exercise in humility for me as a scientist. How
can it be that discovery of Rodinia, plus a fairly sophisticated rendering of the evolutionary implications of
the rifting of Rodinia, falls to an anonymous author engaging in a work of religious revelation decades
before scientists find out anything about the subject? Perhaps this is an important aspect of religion-a
creative denial of certain aspects of reality in order to access a deeper truth. (McMenamin 1998: 176)
I am not advocating an abandonment of a disciplined scientific peer review process, but I can’t help but
wonder whether science would benefit by having scientists themselves or friends of science systematically
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scan the various nonscientific literatures for writings such as those appearing in The Urantia Book.
Scientists would ordinarily ignore and dismiss such writings, but a discerning eye might pick up some
gems. (McMenamin 1998: 176)
The concept of Rodinia therefore has a shockingly unexpected intellectual pedigree. When does the concept
finally enter the conventional scientific channels? In articles published in the early 1970s, James W.
Valentine and Eldridge M. Moores traced the geological history of the continents and spoke of a
Precambrian supercontinent.10 This continent was subsequently called proto-Pangea, pre-Pangea, Pangea I,
the Late Proterozoic Supercontinent, ur-Pangea, or simply the Precambrian supercontinent. While writing
The Emergence of Animals, Dianna McMenamin and I grew weary of these cumbersome names and
proposed the name Rodinia for the ancient supercontinent. The corresponding superocean also needed a
name, and we decided to call it Mirovia. Here is the key passage from Emergence of Animals11:
Mirovia is derived from the Russian word mirovoi meaning "world or global," and, indeed, this
ocean was global in nature. Rodinia comes from the infinitive rodit, which means "to beget" or "to
grow." Rodinia begot all subsequent continents, and the edges (continental shelves) of Rodinia
were the cradle of the earliest animals.
Curiously, The Urantia Book also refers to Mirovia, the "world ocean."12 Here are my notes regarding the
name from p. 17 of my 1987 composition notebook:
5/12/87 This book would be a good opportunity to "name" "paleo-Pangaea" and "protoPanthallasa"
How about:
Ur-something
Rodinia from Russian rod: genus rodit: beget, come up, grow
Eomaria
Paleomaris
Mirovian Ocean from Russian mirovoj: World, Global, see pp. 19-20
[the entry on composition notebook pp. 19-20 follows:]
5/21[/87] Fedonkin, "Organicheskii Mir Venda" 1983 1210 pp. 4-5.
The glaciation at the beginning of the Vendian period, known under the name of the Laplandian or
Varangian Glaciation, may have had catastrophic results for many groups of the organic world
which inhabited the world ocean. (translation M. McMenamin, 5/21/1987)
As correctly pointed out by John J. W. Rogers, the word Rodinia is also derived from the Russian word
rodina, meaning "motherland."13 The term links the northern and southern hemispheres as well because of
its phonic similarity to the Precambrian Rhondonia terrane of South America. (McMenamin 1998: 176177)
Figure 8.1 shows the first reconstruction of Rodinia, as drawn by Valentine and Moores in 1970. It isn’t
much as reconstructions go, showing simply a circular supercontinent bisected by a linear mountain belt
running from east to west. Simple as it is, this reconstruction was a reasonable first attempt. Valentine and
Moores felt that this linear mountain chain was a result of continental collision and suturing, resulting in a
series of linked Precambrian mountain ranges they called the Pan-African-Baikalian system. Valentine and
Moores’s next image shows the breakup of Rodinia, and in this image the circular supercontinent is cut into
slices like pieces of a pizza. The four chunks were, clockwise from 9 o’clock, North America, Baltica, Asia,
and Gondwana. (McMenamin 1998: 177)
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Figure 8.1: The first reconstruction of Rodinia, published in 1970. Intact supercontinent shown
on left, fragmentation of supercontinent into pie-shaped wedges on the right.

Modern reconstructions of Rodinia (figure 8.2) place Australia and Antarctica as the missing piece along
the west (present-day coordinates)coast of North America. This suggestion, first made by Charles W.
Jefferson in 1978, has the advantage of satisfying a paleobiogeographic conundrum discussed below.14
Jefferson’s insight was first published as an abstract for the Geological Association of Canada and appeared
in 1980 as an abstract for the twenty-sixth session of the International Geological Congress in Paris.
Jefferson argued, "North America, Australia and Antarctica were joined from more than 1,500 to 550 m.y.
ago. . . . [T]he continents separated by Lower Cambrian time and Australia together with Antarctica drifted
away to join [Gondwana]." (McMenamin 1998: 177-178)

Figure 8.2: The modern reconstruction of Rodinia, shown as a schematic for a proposed
Rodinia medallion. Various continental blocks are portrayed as follows: I. = India,
ANT. = Antarctica, AUS. = Australia, N.AM. = North America, SIB. = Siberia,
G. = Greenland, B. = Baltic.

This reasoning is prophetic, although Jefferson does have North America, Australia, and Antarctica
juxtaposed for a longer stretch of geological time (1500 to 550 m.y.) than is now thought to have been the
case (1000 to 700 m.y.). At the time Jefferson’s abstracts were published, many geologists were skeptical of
Jefferson’s claims, and some thought that he was badly over interpreting his data. As the title of his abstract
indicates, he was basing his continental reconstruction on lithostratigraphic correlation of the strata without
other lines of evidence such as biostratigraphic correlation or paleobiogeographic similarity between North
America and Australia/Antarctica. Many scientists were thus unwilling to accept Jefferson’s scheme.
Nevertheless, a map reconstruction of Australia and North America juxtaposed was published in 1985 by
R. T. Bell and Jefferson. (McMenamin 1998: 178)
Jefferson shrewdly considered the paleobiogeographic implications of his theory, however, and in an
unpublished manuscript around 1980 with the same title as the 1978 and 1980 abstracts, Jefferson predicted
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that the Ediacara-type biota would be found near the base of the Backbone Ranges Formation in
northwestern Canada. Such fossils do occur in northwestern Canada, but lower in the section, in the
Blueflower and Sheepbed Formations. I would like to renew Jefferson’s prediction, which has not yet been
fully confirmed, that Dickinsonia, Spriggina, and Tribrachidium may indeed occur in the Backbone Ranges
Formation, and a concerted effort should be undertaken to find them there. (McMenamin 1998: 178-179)
I was the first to publish a paleobiogeographic analysis of the problem, "premature" as it may have been.15
As I pointed out in 1982, distinctive members of the Ediacaran biota, including Dickinsonia, Spriggina, and
Tribrachidium (three of the most recognizable of the Ediacaran genera), appeared in what would seem to be
opposite ends of the world, namely, the White Sea region of Russia (on the continent of Baltica) and the
Flinders Ranges of Australia.16 Fedonkin had missed this in his 1983article, assuming that the Ediacaran
biota was uniformly cosmopolitan.17 In my 1982 paper I noted the similarity between what I called the
"benthic Ediacaran fauna" of Baltica and Australia and urged that this link betaken into account in any
attempt to reconstruct Neoproterozoic plate positions. This posed a major problem for J. D. A. Piper’s
Proterozoic supercontinent reconstructions of the 1980s, which had assumed a considerable
paleogeographic separation between Australia and Baltica. Bruce Runnegar18 and Simon Conway Morris19
agreed with Fedonkin that the forms must be cosmopolitan despite (or maybe because of) the profound
geographic separation. (McMenamin 1998: 179)
My paleobiogeographic suggestion forced reevaluation of the faulty reconstructions and led to a better
reconstruction by Stephen K. Donovan of the supercontinent.20 Later, other geologists21 used new
geological data to revive Jefferson’s original insight, thus answering the question22 of whether there had
been an oceanic margin to western North America since Archean time.23 There is now a strongly emerging
consensus on the main features of the Rodinia reconstruction.24 (McMenamin 1998: 179-180)
There were not (and are still not) occurrences of the key taxa (Dickinsonia, Spriggina, and Tribrachidium)
on the land masses thought to have been between Australia and Baltica in the late Proterozoic. Thus, it
appears as if I had correctly pointed out that Australia and Baltica must have been much closer to one
another during the Proterozoic then they are today in order to account for the distinct similarities between
the fossils. Most geological models for Rodinia before 1990 could not account for this paleobiogeographic
linkage. Bruce Runnegar categorically stated in 1982 that the "present great-circle distance between these
two sites is about 130°, and it is unlikely to have been less than 90° in the past."25 In my and Dianna
McMenamin'
s first Rodinia reconstruction, we tried to account for the biogeographic similarity by putting
Baltica right up against Australia. The North America-Australo-Antarctica26 link received confirmation in
1991. (McMenamin 1998: 180)
In 1994 Guy Narbonne reported the discovery of an interesting but diminutive new Ediacaran fossil,
Windermeria, as a possible Dickinsonia relative,27 and indeed it may be, but alternatively, it could be more
closely related to members of the Erniettidae. In any case, in the Rodinia reconstruction current by 1995,
the distinctive Ediacaran forms of Baltica and Australia were not too distant and must have (unless there
are much worse sampling errors in the recovery of these fossils than now suspected) remained close
together until the demise of these rather late Ediacaran forms. (McMenamin 1998: 180)
In John Rogers'
s 1996 review, he sees Rodinia forming about 1 billion years ago as the amalgamation of
four smaller supercontinents: Ur, Arctica, Baltica, and Atlantica. This scheme is actually a descendant of
one proposed in 1969 by Patrick M. Hurley and John R. Rand in which, in their figure 9, they identify two
"coherent" groupings of continents, plotted on the reconstruction of Pangea as a base map.28 Hurleyand
Rand'
s northern grouping included what Rogers now calls Arctica (plus Baltica), and their southern
grouping includes what Rogers calls Atlantica plus Ur. (McMenamin 1998: 180)
In Rogers'
s rendering, Ur (named for the German word Ur, "original," and what may be the world'
s oldest
city, Ur of the Chaldees) is composed of southeastern Africa, Madagascar, most of India, and most of
Antarctica. Ur is linear or C-shaped, an unusual shape for a supercontinent. (McMenamin 1998: 180)
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Arctica consists of Greenland, Siberia, and the Canadian Shield craton of North America. Baltica, as
before, consists of northern Europe west of the Urals. Atlantica is composed of eastern South America and
western Africa. (McMenamin 1998: 180-181)
Rogers has Arctica and Baltica combining to form the supercontinent Nena at about 1.5 billion years ago
(an acronym for northern Europe and North America).29 Geologists are wonderfully adept at the generation
of jargon and in the coining of new terms, but this is by no means a gratuitous exercise. In addition to
providing an essential verbal short hand, new terms, when accepted, demarcate advances in understanding.
At 700 million years ago, Rogers has Rodinia splitting into East Gondwana, West Gondwana, and Laurasia.
The two halves of Gondwana come together and remain together throughout the Paleozoic.30 The two
halves of Gondwana unite at about the time of the Cambrian boundary, and by 300 million years ago,
Gondwana and Laurasia have united to become Pangea (figure 8.3). This would be an example of
supercontinental episodicity that has been called the Sutton Cycle.31 (McMenamin 1998: 181)

Figure 8.3: Diagram showing rearrangements of supercontinents over the
last several billion years. Rodinia was formed approximately 1 billion
years ago; Pangea formed approximately 300 million years ago.
Adapted from J. J. Rogers, “A History of Continents in the Past Three Billion
Years,” The Journal of Geology 104 (1996): 91-107.

Rogers’s analysis now allows one to construct a preliminary geological map of Rodinia (figure 8.4). The
major rift fractures are present on this map, as are subsidiary rift features such as those revealed by deep
seismic reflection profiling and other methods.32 (McMenamin 1998: 182)
Rodinia was formed during a 1-billion-year-old mountain-building event (orogeny) called the Grenville
orogeny. The name Grenville is taken from the township of Grenville, Quebec, in the vicinity of the St.
Lawrence River.33 The bedrock of this region consists of marbles inter-stratified with gneisses,
metamorphically deformed rocks that give evidence of a major Precambrian orogeny. This orogeny
resulted from the fusion of Ur, Nena, and Atlantica, plus other scattered continental blocks such as East
Antarctica. When continents collide in this fashion, oceanic crust is destroyed by subduction and the melted
remains of the sub-ducted oceanic slabs return to the surface as the granites and andesites of the billionyear-old Grenville orogenic belt. (McMenamin 1998: 182)
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From west to the east, the geologic map of Rodinia looked as follows. On the west end is Ur, consisting of
cratons (continental interior blocks)in the 3-billion-year-old age range and in the 2- to 1.5-billion-yearoldage range. On the east-central edge of Ur, in what appears to be a gigantic C-shaped embayment in
Rogers’s reconstruction, is a thrust belt34 of Grenville age.35 (McMenamin 1998: 182)

Figure 8.4: Geological map of Rodinia. Orientation roughly the same as in figure 8.2;
see figure 8.2 for an explanation of the continent masses. Prominent features on this
geological map include the rift canyons (linear regions marked with double lines) and
the Great Thrust Fault (marked by a single line with “teeth” on the right side).
Displacements on vertical faults are marked by arrows. Note the North American
mid-continent rift zone just below the center of this map.

This thrust belt has several small patches of 3-billion-year-old crustal blocks. The rocks were thrust to the
west, and a dark line with teeth on the map denotes the westernmost limit of thrusting. South of this is an
interior magmatic belt, also of Grenville age. Nested into the Nena embayment is most of East Antarctica,
recognizable as a huge pre-Grenville craton 2.4 billion years in age. Continuing east into North America,
we have here a cratonic core, the central part of the Canadian Shield, like East Antarctica a pre-Grenville
craton 2.4 billion years in age. This cratonic core is surrounded by 2- to 1-billion-year-old juvenile crust,
accreted around the ancient cratonic core as a number of smaller plates. Paul Hoffman has called this the
"United Plates of America."36 To the north is yet another pre-Grenville craton 2.4 billion years in age:
Siberia. Siberia is composed of the roughly coeval Aldan and Anabar shields. (McMenamin 1998: 183)
Like Ur, North America also has a thrust belt on its eastern margin.37 Northwest of the northeasterly part of
the limit of thrusting line is an approximately 1.5-billion-year-old orogenic belt stretching from maritime
Canada into the Scandinavian peninsula. The limit of thrusting can be traced into Scandinavia as well,
which is why Baltica is joined in this reconstruction with North America along the northeast coast of
Greenland. This thrust fault is the largest and longest in earth history, and could be called the Great Thrust.
To the east of the thrust limit line is an exterior thrust belt, just across the thrust line from the southern-most
extent of the 1.5-billion-year-old orogenic belt. East of that are the paired interior magmatic belt and
exterior thrust belt, respectively, of Atlantica. In the south of Atlantica is a 1.5-billion-year-old orogenic
belt, associated with the Tanzania craton (2.4 billion years old) and the West Nile craton (1.5 to 2 billion
years old). (McMenamin 1998: 183)
As Rodinia began to break up between 1 billion and 500 million years ago, major rift systems formed
between western North America and Australia/Antarctica (the Australo-American Trough) and between
eastern North America and Atlantica, the nucleus of West Gondwana. Rogers has East Gondwana (Ur)
heading west and Atlantica pivoting counterclockwise. I think that Ur must then go east and north in order
to get Australia close enough to Baltica for them to share late (Dickinsonia, Tribrachidium) Ediacarans.38
(McMenamin 1998: 183)
In any case, the various fragments of Gondwana collide in the wake of these rifting events to form the great
southern continent. These collisions led to what geologists for years have called the Pan-African orogeny.
The andesites and granites formed and uplifted by these Gondwanan collisions have been implicated in the
injection of significant amounts of phosphorus into seawater, perhaps triggering the Cambrian explosion.
(McMenamin 1998: 183-184)
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We are referring here to convulsive tectonic events on a global scale. The title of another of Paul
Hoffman’s papers (he deserves an award for creative scientific paper titles) is "Did the Breakout [from
Rodinia] of Laurentia Turn Gondwanaland Inside-Out?"39 We are surely dealing, in the rifting of Rodinia,
with a profound tectonic event that alters the surface of the earth. (McMenamin 1998: 184)
However, there is something unusual about the configuration of the Rodinia supercontinent. As first
pointed out by Kent C. Condie of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology in Socorro, there is
less juvenile crust (formed of granite and related rocks) than one would expect for a supercontinent of this
size.40 Episodic isotopic ages in rocks forming juvenile crust, along with neodymium isotopic data,
indicate the presence of three major pulses of continental growth in earth history: at 2.6—2.5, 2.0—1.7, and
1.3—1.0 billion years ago and some growth in the last 700 million years. However, there is a paucity of
juvenile crust in the 1.3—1.0 interval, called the Grenville interval. This indicates that during the
Grenvillian collisions that formed Rodinia, there were few additions (from submarine plateaus, magmatic
additions from the mantle, continent-margin arcs) of juvenile crust. Condie surmises that either there is a
large quantity of undocumented Rodinian juvenile crust, or 1.3—1.0 billion years ago "was not a time of
extensive mantle plume activity." If, as a result of decreased plume activity, fewer submarine plateaus
formed between 2.1 and 1 billion years ago, then less juvenile material could be incorporated into the
newly forming Rodinia as various continental fragments collided with one another. A lesser number of
submarine plateaus would have been produced, meaning that there would be a smaller volume of oceanic
terranes (composed of juvenile crust) that could be accreted to an assembling Rodinia. Perhaps the Great
Thrust (which would relieve orogenic stresses) also has something to do with the paucity of juvenile crust.
(McMenamin 1998: 184)
Condie'
s results should not be taken to infer that there was a paucity of collisional tectonics in the 1.3—1.0
billion years ago—quite the contrary. The Coal Creek serpentinite41 was emplaced into the volcanic arc
sediments of the Llano Uplift, Texas, implying that brittle plate collisions were important during the
formation of Rodinia at 1.2 to 1 billion years ago.42 Perhaps the brittleness of these collisions and the rarity
of juvenile crust during this time are results of the same geological factors governing the collision of the
continental fragments and volcanic arcs that became Rodinia. (McMenamin 1998: 184-185)
The breakup of Rodinia follows much later. Early evidence for its fragmentation begins between 900 and
700 million years ago with sedimentary sequences of northwestern Scotland called the Stoer Group and the
Sleat-Torridon Group.43 The history of Rodinian breakup evidently extends over hundreds of millions of
years.44 (McMenamin 1998: 185)
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